Who Is George Lucas?: Who Was...?
**Synopsis**

As a child his passions were comics and cars, but George Lucas grew up to be one of the most successful filmmakers of all time. He is a producer, a screenwriter, a director, and an entrepreneur whose company, Lucasfilms, pioneered the movie effects that changed the world of animation. He founded Industrial Light and Magic, which transformed special sound and visual effects throughout the Hollywood film industry. He is best known, of course, as the creator of the Star Wars movie, television, gaming, toy, and merchandise empire as well as the archeologist-adventure series Indiana Jones. Discover the man behind the magic in Who Is George Lucas?
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**Customer Reviews**

My 10 year old was doing research on a famous Californian for their 4th grade California history project. He chose George Lucas and this book helped him with all the facts and history about him. It’s paperback with some illustrations. Easy to read. My son was able to give a 3 minute speech about George Lucas in front of his entire class a room full of parents!

I like this book. It has a lot of action! I love the star wars films through my life. I never knew that George Lucas made these awesome films. I have watched episode 1-6. They have been amazing! George Lucas was a millionaire for star wars. you have to read this book. I love star wars. so read this epic biography

I learned so much about George Lucas, his family, and his movies. I would defiantly recommend
this book for all ages. Though it is an easy read, it is truly a great book.

My grandson LOVES Star Wars and he was very excited to read about their creator. We both enjoyed the journey of George’s life in this book and would recommend the "Who Was" and "What Was" series. We have read a lot of them and I have learned a lot!!!

Excellent book for children who like biographies. My son is a huge Star Wars fan and he loved learning about its creator!

Me and my family have watched all his movies and are dying to the new Star Wars on December 25, 2015. We were looking for browning for books. My brother pointed out this one so we got this book because we thought it would be interesting to learn about the creator of one of the best movies in all time. So we finished it and we loved it so much!

I’m really obsessed with the Who Was series. I’m gonna learn so much about George Lucas, his family, and his movies. My cousins Mark and Sean are both huge Star Wars fans. So I bought Who Is George Lucas to remember them when they come over my house. The Who Was series are excellent book for children who like biographies of celebrities and people from history. I would defiantly recommend these Who Was books for all ages.

I chose this book for a report and absolutely loved it. I got all the information I needed for the report and more. I would definitely recommend this book.
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